Hand Sanitization
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Thought of one second and action of five seconds would have saved many emotions:

Do you know what's the worst pain in life, breaking ribs? losing an Olympic medal? losing World cup or property? If this is what you think is the most torturous, please hold on. It's nothing compared to the pain when a mother loses her kid, or a kid loses their mother. Mother & kids' bond is defined as the purest love in the world. No matter what, how many times they are divided love of a mother is the habit of tidiness and making basic hygiene a part of our life. Yes, thought of one second to clean our hands and action of five seconds to wash our hands and wear a mask would have saved millions of emotions.

Where exactly are we heading?

Washing hands, Oh Right….! Excuse me, is this the first time? No, this is not the first time our scientists or leaders have taught us about basic hygiene. In fact, this is the second time where we are inculcating the habit of tidiness and making basic hygiene a part of our life. Yes, thought of one second to clean our hands and action of five seconds to wash our hands and wear a mask would have saved millions of emotions.

So, I urge all the readers to adopt basic hygiene, and if you already have one, I request you to spread the word. Irrespective of Covid or any other disease, basic hygiene should be part of our lives, and it should be inherited in upcoming generations to save lives.
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In the 2020s:

7.9 billion people, 23.5 crore Covid cases & 48.14 lac authorized deaths would have been stopped by asimple rule of hand wash and wearing a face mask.

Washing hands, being tidy, maintaining distance is this what we are learning in the 2020? Are we correcting our fundamentals in the 2020s? Whereas the mission of 2020 was to travel to Mars, introduce electric vehicles, flying cars, build artificial intelligence, blockchain technologies and increasethe economies.
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